
Roman replica rings 
Gem legionary rings. 

The Gem is classic for the model- Legionnaire eagle between two signum. The place below  is 
very limited and should cuts must be made when the letters are cut. One letter is 1 mm. long 

The original (on the right) is with legion XI Clavdia PF. 

But my legion is IIII SCYTHICA. 

 
Gem rings dedicated to the legion GEMINA XIII. 

  

Cut and ready-to-install gems for some of the popular legions in roman reenactment  
society. Along with various popular for legionnaires images which are well known from   

archeology 

 



 
Ring with gem, with inscription L XX VV 

 

Tiberius ring with carnelian intaglio (gem). 

My modest replica of Gold ring with carnelian intaglio portrait of Tiberius. Of course my 
product is a modest brass replica. Publication - The Metropolitan Museum of Art. 

 

http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-of-art/1994.230.7/ 
 

 

 

 

 

http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-of-art/1994.230.7/


Roman rings  with different imperial profiles 
Rings with different imperial profile as well as with the Roman denarius. 

 

 
On the side of the ring there is inscription GLORIA EXERCITVS, about  17-20 gr. 

 

 
 



 

 
 

Several wax models: 
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